Artificial intelligence – Neuronal networks

Very different algorithms and software applications are nowadays summarised as Artificial Intelligence (AI). This includes concepts from standard, linear software code with loops and if-then-decision rules to very complex applications related to auto encoders, deep learning and so on. Common AI definitions comprise either technical aspects in the first place like usage of mechanical decision trees or philosophic aspects like the capability of a machine to be self-consciously.

From an engineering point of view an artificial intelligence has the characteristic of being able to learn technical relationships. As this is the main feature of neuronal networks we simplify in this paper

Artificial Intelligence = Neuronal Networks (and its implementation).

Implementation means the usage of AI algorithms within another software tool, e.g. for process data analysis. To mention the implementation is important because implementation requires much more effort than the neuronal network coding itself. The implementation factor, measured in lines of code, is in a range of 1:1,000 to 1:10,000
and more, depending on the usability of the overall software solution. Very often public neuronal network libraries get used instead of coding from scratch. In this case AI (software) engineering means implementing these libraries in the actual engineering task.

Often it is unclear what artificial intelligence or said neuronal networks can be used for which engineering tasks (and to be more precise: which technical relations should be trained), besides the well-known applications of picture, text or voice recognition. The only common understanding is that AI shall make something possible one could not do before. One very interesting AI usage for process engineering tasks is the development of substitute engineering models. Substitute models describe a technical relationship with outer relations learned from real measured values to substitute a mathematical description of its inner relations by formulas.

2. Evaluation of process parameters with neuronal networks

In engineering neuronal networks are used for recognition of patterns within values or value constellations. Compared to other evaluation methods it is special that dependencies between these values exist but for some reason they are unknown. The unknown values are at least known from the past (measured, already determined) and get reproduced according to the new input values by the learned relationships. Thus neuronal networks respectively artificial intelligence algorithms are together with simple regression methods in an overview of different methods for process data evaluation (Figure 1).

The figure illustrates that neuronal networks do not replace the conventional methods like energy and mass balancing or the application of phenomenological models for heat transfer calculation in heat exchangers, but can complement them in a smart way. It is interesting that neuronal networks with continuous output values (in comparison to
discrete output values, see next chapter) are by nature regression methods. Someone creating a trend line within a x-y-chart in a spreadsheet develops a model based on already existing values. As the software searches iterative for a function that provides y-values as close as much to the given y-values this already represents a learning behaviour and therefore some kind of artificial intelligence. The big difference to neuronal networks is that such networks are made for not only two dimensions but many dimensions. The neuronal network disadvantage of course is the imagination – it is not easy to visualize more than three dimensions in a reasonable manner.

3. Properties of engineering neuronal networks

In energy conversion or material treatment processes neuronal networks are used to gain mathematical formulas describing statistical relationships between measured values. In general, there are two fields of using neuronal networks in engineering:

A) Development of substitute engineering models and

B) Process status analysis.

Process status analysis with neuronal networks means to characterize the way different measurements for different process conditions act together and to identify those measurements where this changes over time. To develop substitute engineering models means to model systems without taking fundamental, scientific relationships between input and output values into account. Reason to do so can be:

- the mathematical relationship is unknown (too many parallel equations, unclear equilibrium states, unknown transient terms) or
- the mathematical relationship is known, but models based on the scientific fundamentals cannot be validated with the measured values (= the theory does not match the practice).

Of course, it is also possible to use the results of substitute engineering models for common process status analysis where often the focus is on one single, maybe critical process parameter.

By far the most frequent application of neuronal networks – at least in public awareness – is the recognition of already existing common patterns (pictures, characters, sounds, etc.). In comparison to this, the sought engineering patterns respectively the values causing such patterns are always new and therefore related models not able to be transferred.

For differentiation it is important to understand that recognition of already existing patterns neuronal networks with discrete output values are used. Reasonable output values are either close to 0 (sometimes also -1 instead of 0) or close to 1. An output value somewhere between 0 and 1 means no pattern was found. For engineering usually neuronal networks with continuous output values are used with reasonable output values between 0 and 1 (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Different neuronal networks depending on type and number of their output values, exemplary with three layers.

These and other differences are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Main differences between neuronal networks with discrete and with continuous output values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output values</th>
<th>discrete</th>
<th>continuous *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field of application</td>
<td>recognition of common patterns</td>
<td>recognition of individual patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affected patterns</td>
<td>pictures, audio signals, symbols, videos, etc.</td>
<td>process states, single process values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data sources</td>
<td>often public, similar or identical data</td>
<td>process/plant related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>for different implementations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of input channels (ca.)</td>
<td>&gt; 1,000</td>
<td>substitute engineering models: &lt;&lt; 100, process status analysis: varying according to system size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of output channels</td>
<td>= number of patterns to be recognized</td>
<td>substitute models: 1, process analysis: varying according to system size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(number of pictures, number of music titles, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training data</td>
<td>many data available, sometimes also expendable (rotation of pictures), affected patterns sometimes to be added</td>
<td>only limited available, training data = process data/measured values, cannot be generated arbitrarily</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* related to engineering applications

For engineering tasks it is characteristic that neuronal networks require significantly less data (number of channels times number of data per channel) than for common pattern recognition, but are more demanding in terms of describing the technical problem and what the neuronal network shall be used for.

Other characteristics when using neuronal networks for engineering are:
Neuronal network type

It is often a question how deep a neuronal network must be. This depth represents the number of used layers. All examples discussed in this paper are based on neuronal networks with only one hidden layer resulting in a network consisting of three layers in total (input layer, hidden layer, output layer).

When searching for critical measurement deviations convolutional neural networks can be used. They allow putting a measurement and its variation in context to other measurements. Doing so it is possible to evaluate deviations of the given variations over time. Convolutional neuronal networks comprise at least five layers.

Often neuronal networks with internal feedback loops are described. These feedbacks allow taking the values history into account. For the examples described here feedback-networks are not interesting.

Activation function

Basis for appropriate neuronal network learning is the so called neurons activation. The neurons activation determines the intensity of forwarding values within a neuron. For this mostly a sigmoid function is used. As already mentioned reasonable values for universal pattern recognition are either 0 (sometimes -1) or 1. Output 1 means the output channel(s) related pattern was recognized, output 0 means this is not the case. For engineering applications all output values between 0 and 1 are reasonable. The distribution of these continuous output values depend on the value normalization done before. In context with the sigmoid function this means, maxima for normalization must be rather high because otherwise they can hardly be reached caused by the asymptotic function profile.

Often it is said, that neuronal networks are not able to recognize patterns they are not trained to recognize. This is correct for discrete output values – neuronal networks with continuous output values are not only able to interpolate but also to extrapolate within a limited range.

Resolution

Power plants run usually anytime at full load and only sometimes at partial load. This means many similar full load values exist but only little partial load values. Training of neuronal networks in such cases is irregular, because more frequent value sets dominate the weights inside the neuronal net compared to rare ones. But the model must provide also for partial load operation (and maybe particularly then) correct results. To avoid this it makes sense to use a resolution where a) the input values are discretized and b) similar combinations of discrete values are excluded from training. The training then is done only with even unequal values.

4. Examples

Starting from the basic principle of neuronal networks – mathematical description of statistical relationships between measured values – there are many possible engineering applications. These are of course no design tasks as neuronal networks
(and AI in general) is about learning from the past. The design of process apparatuses, machinery and so on will remain classic engineering, based on science fundamentals and individual experience. As mentioned above neuronal networks are useful for A) development of substitute engineering models, independent from inner relationships between the input and output values and B) to analyse process and operation status.

The two following examples for A) substitute models were developed in five steps:

1) Development of a process engineering model (PE model), with all required formulas including the fluid properties based on science fundamentals,

2) Variation of model input values within a given range and calculation of the unknown values (= one output channel),

3) Development of an artificial neuronal network (ANN) based on all datasets, each comprising the input values and the calculated unknown value,

4) Running the neuronal network with all input values and calculation of the related unknown value with the neuronal network for each dataset,

5) Optimisation of the network (number of neurons in the hidden layer, chosen minima and maxima, number of training epochs, etc.), in order to achieve a maximum correlation between both calculation results.

4.1. Substitute engineering model Steam turbine for power production forecast

Main target when forecasting the plant power production is to estimate the energy output for the next days/weeks/months according to time and as accurate as possible. Main influencing factors on power production in a Waste-to-Energy plant are the live steam production depending on the throughput and if available the supply of process steam and district heating. The heat distribution and – if the plant is equipped with a condensing steam turbine – the power production strongly depends on exhaust steam pressure and therefore on ambient temperature. Furthermore, the day of the week and the daytime have a strong influence.

Other aspects to consider are heat storage systems, backup/secondary steam boilers, load depending steam lines at different pressure levels and so on. Sometimes it is not possible to model all subsystems for every operational state in a satisfying manner. Then it is worth to consider the usage of a neuronal network for single subsystems. For the extraction condensing turbine shown here a power production model was developed based on the main influencing parameters. To train the neuronal network the power production was calculated based on given isentropic efficiency ratios. The neuronal network of course does not know these ratios.
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4.2. Substitute engineering model *Heat exchanger* for performance forecast

The heat transferred within a heat exchanger depends on many factors. These are on the one hand geometric constructive parameters like arrangement, total surface, heat exchanger type and heat surface dimensions and on the other hand the fluid properties of all media flowing through the heat exchanger. In power plant boilers operated with solid fuels another important factor is the fouling. Therefore, correct boiler design is a demanding task that requires sound know how and a lot of experience. This is the same for re-engineering/modelling of an already running boiler. Is the task to develop a model to determine the performance of a heat exchanger under different process conditions (for example to clean the heat exchanger surfaces dependent on fouling level) or to validate the former boiler design (for example to improve a design algorithm) neuronal networks may be an option. In the example of a steam generator heat exchanger shown here a neuronal network was developed to determine the steam temperature at heat exchanger outlet. The neuronal network does not know the geometry of the heat exchanger.
4.3. Results

Though all input values got varied in a wide range in both examples the unknown parameters power production and steam outlet temperature almost equal process engineering model and neuronal network. The neuronal networks provide very good results and it is obvious that the result quality depends rather on the measured values than on the modelling approach itself. Figure 3 illustrates the linear correlations between all related values. The [...] ANN columns show the correlation with the unknown parameter. For the steam turbine the correlation of power production is higher with R=1.0, because the live steam mass flow clearly dominates the power production (strong single correlation with R=0.84). For the heat exchanger the steam temperature correlation R=0.97 is slightly smaller caused by the smaller maximum impact of single input parameters.

Figure 4 illustrates the unknown parameter x-y distribution over the total value range.
Figure 3: Heat maps showing the correlation between all parameters involved

Figure 4: Correlation of results from process engineering model (PE model) and from substitute engineering model developed with artificial neuronal networks (ANN)
4.4. Other applications

Neuronal networks are worth to be considered anytime when common engineering approaches to determine unknown parameters are not applicable but relationships can be found from measured values. In this context other neuronal network applications besides or based on the examples shown above are:

- **the localized determination of boiler fouling for focused boiler cleaning**

  In the shown example *Heat exchanger* the steam outlet temperature under constant boundary conditions will vary only depending on the fouling level. Therefore the variation characterise the fouling of the heat exchanger surface. Because only measured values are used as model input it is easy to determine the fouling per heat exchanger surface.

- **the reduction of measured value fluctuations**

  To prevent short term measured value fluctuations the neuronal network will be trained with the corresponding deviation from an average value. The time range for the average value calculation is chosen in such a way that the fluctuation is just not visible anymore. During plant operation the measured value fluctuation is reduced by the determined deviation.

- **to make additional quality criteria available, for example regarding corrosion**

  Given the case process parameters can be allocated to a specific corrosion tendency somehow measured with a temporary installation (measurement of conductivity, fly ash compositions, etc.) one can reproduce this tendency later with the original process conditions and adjust the plant operation accordingly.

- **to make alternative control parameter available**

  If it is possible to evaluate the correct amount of additives in a flue gas treatment stage (punctual by taking probes and/or additional calculations for certain process conditions) this information can be used for a pre-control of the additive supply before the regular control depending on the clean gas values.

- **the detection of incorrect measurements**

  The neuronal network learns the measured value fluctuation under correct measurement conditions. Later it is possible to detect exceptional fluctuations or outliers by comparison of current operation with the original model.

5. Development and implementation of neuronal networks

The highest barrier of a widespread use of neuronal networks for engineering is the missing access to this technology. Only few engineers are in the position to develop neuronal networks easily, optimize them and implement them into higher-level applications (control circuits, forecast models, design tools, etc.). Minimum requirements for software solutions to carry out such tasks are:
• easy access to all required process data,
• easy neuronal network configuration: minima/maxima for normalization, number of layers and neurons per layer,
• easy training of the neuronal network: relevant time periods, number of training epochs, number of test data sets, resolution setting for uneven value distributions,
• easy visualisation (trends and correlations), and
• easy export of a developed model in a way one can use it further.

The later three requirements are very important because depending on the task several optimization loops maybe necessary to achieve satisfying correlations.

Neuronal networks are based on simple mathematic algebra to connect input values, output values and neurons with each other. No fluid property calculations, iterations or other complex formulas are required. Therefore one can integrate substitute engineering models based on neuronal networks, developed for example with the software PI Process Intelligence (Figure 5) into higher-level applications like a DCS or an autonomous control or even another spreadsheet for design calculations easily.

Figure 5: Components of the software solution PI process intelligence for re-engineering, monitoring and data management of technical processes; Analysis includes the AI algorithms

6. Conclusion

The term Artificial intelligence today means almost anytime neuronal networks in the first place. To use neuronal networks for engineering tasks in power stations or process engineering in general is fascinating. There are numerous new possibilities for engineers anytime when dependencies between measured values are being searched,
especially when other common engineering methods are not applicable (balancing, models for mass and heat transfer, empirical approaches, equilibrium conditions, etc.) but measured values are already available. Based on neuronal networks it is possible

- to develop substitute engineering models for subsystems, that cannot or only with major effort be modelled – thus allowing more precise forecasts – and

- to carry out process status analysis, not only regarding single measurements but taking a whole set of measurements into account – thus allowing to find irregularities earlier.

Furthermore the boiler heat exchanger example shows that new results can be found regarding mid and long term changes in plant operation conditions (here: boiler fouling). Neuronal networks are derived from data that come from the process only. Therefore they represent a link between theoretic models and the real world on site. Many engineering tasks can be simplified exactly at this point. Especially substitute engineering models based on neuronal networks can make complex things easy and thus are worth to be considered for process re-engineering and optimization tasks.
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- **Selective Cooling** optimizes flue gas temperatures for the SNCR process at the injection positions. NO\textsubscript{x} reduction rates are improved and the consumption of reagents is reduced.

- The **TWIN-NO\text{\textregistered}®** process produces excellent results by combining the advantages of the reagents ammonia water and urea solution.

**Combining Selective Cooling and TWIN-NO\text{\textregistered}®**

- Low investment costs
- Reduced consumption of reagents
- Easy retrofitting
- High availability
- Improved NO\textsubscript{x} reduction rates
- Safe compliance with new EU standards
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